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Today’s lead generation
process is broken

When was the last time your sales team loved the leads marketing
generated? The problem is not in the leads. It’s in the process.
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Marketing qualified leads
have changed the game
Not always in a good way

M

arketing automation tools have
“programmed” marketers to deliver
marketing qualified leads (MQLs). Those leads
typically meet criteria on which both sales and
marketing executives agree. That criteria often
includes a budget definition, buying authority,
and a defined timeline.
And marketing delivers.
But 79% of all marketing leads are never
converted to sales.

So what’s the problem?
In 2015, Forrester reported that 74% of
business buyers conduct more than half of their
(buying) research online.
In 2017, Harvard Business Review noted that
(business) customers spend as much time
getting ready to speak to a sales rep as they
expect to spend on the entire purchase.
These changes in the buyers’ habits spell
trouble for even the most experienced sales
team. By the time a lead meets typical MQL
criteria, the buyer has already defined the ideal
solution, and there is little a sales person can do
to influence that decision. They’d rather close
the lead than try to turn it around.
79% of all marketing leads are never converted to
sales – Pardot / Salesforce

Customers spend as much time getting ready to
speak to a sales rep as they expect to spend on
the entire purchase.
–Harvard Business Review
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Lea d g en erati on bec om es
educa ti o n
Marketing programs should guide the buyer journey

T

oday’s B2B demand generation programs

Your demand generation programs need

need to go much further than (just)

Contact2Contract™. Unlike yesterday’s lead

qualifying a lead. They need to help your

generation program designed to generate

buyers recognize that others have faced the

an MQL, Contact2Contract is an integrated

same problem. They need to demonstrate

marketing and sales strategy that shapes your

that the buyers have the power to change the
status quo. They need to help those buyers

buyers’ expectations and guides them to your
solution.

define the requirements for that change. They
then need to guide the buyers through their
buying journey, sharing information at
each stage.
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Contact2Contract™ is an integrated marketing
and sales strategy that shapes your buyers’
expectations and guides them to your solution
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Fo ur s ta g es to c on trac t
Focus on the buying cycle not the selling cycle

A

ny company with a complex

that positions your company as a thought

selling cycle has formal sales

leader and showcases the benefits and

stages. Similarly, your buyers

features of your solution. Ultimately that

have buying stages. The Contact2Contract

content helps define the buyers’ solution

model helps you predict and then answer

requirements, making your company the

your buyers’ questions at each stage.

vendor to beat.

The answers come in the form of content

Here’s how it works.
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Val i d ate th e
probl em

Buyers go to their trusted resources to define both the problem
and the answer

B

efore your buyers need to be aware
of your solution, or any solution, they
start researching. They are frustrated
with the way something works (or isn’t
working) and research how their peers
are solving the same problem. They aren’t
looking for a specific solution yet; they are
searching for ideas.

Content at this stage leverages proprietary
approaches, research statistics and thirdparty endorsements. Very different from
collateral or traditional sales material, this
content starts to define the value your
buyers might need through:

The questions they are looking to answer
help validate that their problem is real and
solvable:

■■

“Research” reports and blogs that
showcase proprietary data and
approaches

What are their results?

■■

Who are the vendors and how can they
change my business?

Infographics or conference presentations
highlighting solution proof points

■■

Industry analyst webinars

■■
■■
■■

How do others solve this problem?

Invite B2B buyers to look at
your content with online ads,
LinkedIn sponsored advertising,
re-targeting, SEO/SEM, and social
shares. If your target market is
unique, try topical bloggers to
Va l i d a t e t h e problem
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share your message.
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C om m i t to
c h a n ge

Help the buyer define the solution

N

ow that your buyers have validated their problem, they feel empowered to take action. At this
stage, they start to explore solutions and define requirements. They create a budget and engage
internal colleagues to help with the evaluation.
While these buyers may fit the MQL definition, they are much more than that. They are really a Solution
Qualified Lead because they built their requirements based on the content your company provided.

Typical stage 2 questions include:
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

What gaps do I have?
How big is the project?
What are the features and functions?
Who will operate it?
What resources will I need (including budget and
people)?

Content at this stage includes customer successes
and tools to help define the solution scope and
value expectations. Your stage 2 strategy might
also leverage “soft” tele-calling or chat solutions
to help “council” the buyer. Note the goal of those

A Case Study: More than an assessment.
A healthcare technology market leader sent an integrated
email and direct mail campaign that challenged buyers to
compare their operational results to the results its customers
typically achieved.
When the telemarketing team reached the buyers they helped
them complete the assessment online. The buyers received
a report that showed the additional operational efficiencies
they could achieve by replacing their older technology with
the market leading solution.
The buyers were convinced and ready to explore the solution.
The sales team used the buyers’ actual data in presentations
to make the case for its solution. The result? A 36% pipeline
increase in just
60 days.
How
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conversations is not to qualify (although that may
be an outcome), but to gather specific details about
the project that move the buyer to stage 3. Your
marketing content could include:

■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Formal case studies
Short solution videos
Product data sheets
How-to or customer webinars
Assessments
Call scripts

Solution Qualified Lead.

A prospect that has defined a problem
with your solution in mind.

The average B2B buying cycle now
includes 6.8 people.

You must consider the buying process

for each influencer at each stage of
the buyer journey.

Every buyer’s process is different,
and you may need different levels
of information to keep the purchase
moving forward.
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E xpl o re
sol u ti o n s

Confirm that you have the solution to beat

W

ith a list of requirements in hand,
your buyers start to evaluate vendor
solutions. They talk to industry analysts,
issue RFPs and request product demos. Your
sales team views this as a Sales Qualified
Lead.

Content at this stage demonstrates your

Your sales team is fully engaged because
your buyer is ready to talk about how your
solution meets their defined requirements.
If your buyer has used your content to help
shape their requirements, your solution
should match well. In fact, 95% of buyers
chose a vendor that provided content to
navigate each stage of the buying process.

Your stage 3 content includes:
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solution’s value and functionality. It also
helps the buyers determine if it meets their
needs and budget.

■■

Sales presentations and demonstrations

■■

Technical white papers

■■

Samples of actual proposal content
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C on tra ct f o r a
s ol u ti on

A contract signature changes the content needs
but not the need for content
In this stage, your buyers validate your solution,
agree on pricing, finalize implementation costs
and timelines, and sign the contract. Before they
get to that final contract signature, they must be
confident that your organization is their partner
of choice.
Many of their questions are rooted in building
confidence, because their reputations—and
maybe even their careers—depend on it. Top of
mind questions include:

■■
■■
■■

Will the integration work?
Can this company stand with me?
Will this decision catapult my career?

At this point (if not before) in the sales cycle,
many sales organizations leave marketing behind.

That is a mistake.
The most successful companies leverage
marketing resources to help ensure that the
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messaging and buyer experience remains
seamless. While sales may own the content,
marketing can provide valuable input for:

■■
■■
■■

Win themes
RFP responses
Customer references

The buyer journey does not end when the
contract is signed so your content shouldn’t
either.
While the buying decision may be done, the
transition from buyer to advocate has just
started. Companies with the strongest customer
advocates also leverage the last two stages of
Contact2Contract:
■■ Experience the solution

■■

Share success as a customer advocate
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E xperi en ce th e
sol u ti o n

Sales, Delivery and Marketing teams collaborate to deliver the
expected solution

M

any companies rely solely on the sales and delivery
teams to interact with the customer once the contract is
signed. They bring marketing in later to try to gather “happy”
customer quotes post delivery. The reality is that all three
teams—sales, delivery and marketing—play critical roles in the
solution delivery.
Whether your solution is a complex implementation process,
or a quick setup, your buyers continue to assess their decision.
Accepting and planning for this stage will help turn your new
customers into true advocates.
Be prepared to help your buyers answer these questions:

■■
■■

Is the delivery on track?

■■

Is this company a true partner that is adding value?

Does my experience match my (value and experience)
expectations?

Stage 5 content leverages the early excitement about
becoming a customer and helps the buyers remain confident
that you are the right partner:

Look to Marketing to drive
messaging that is
consistent and “on target”
throughout the buyer journey.

■■
■■

Press release announcing the partnership

■■

Process for pre-implementation stats and early ROI
measurements

■■

Launch celebration and announcement including ROI
results

Delivery kickoff material that echoes the sales win themes
and expectations
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A dvoc ate f or
your sol u ti o n

Give your customers a voice

Y

our buyers’ willingness to advocate for
you helps you find more customers
like them. Your ability to maintain
a consistent experience for your buyers
throughout their buying and customer cycles
will impact their willingness to advocate for
you. It also improves the chances that they
will turn to you, instead of a competitor, for
their next project. They will evaluate your
partnership on these questions:

■■
■■
■■

Are we able to maintain and optimize our
solution?
How else can this partner help me?
What can I do to help my partner?
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Content at this stage occurs in partnership
with your buyer. It includes their successes.
It may include having them “speak” for you.
Their voices will also help shape future
solutions that they and others leverage:

■■

Formal case studies

■■

Best practice webinars and conference
speakerships

■■

Participation on client advisory boards
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Th e ti me i s no w to o rchestrate
t h e b uyer j ourney and achieve
bet t er s al es success
When Sirius Decisions announced in 2013 that 67% of the buyer journey occurred
before a buyer ever talked with a sales person, they launched a new way to think
about lead generation.
Hubspot noted in 2016 that 58% of buyers want to talk about pricing in the first
sales call, while 65% of sales people want to keep the conversation on goals.
Both trends demonstrate that buyers are coming to sales conversations prepared
with requirements. Are they requirements you are helping to shape? Or is your
competitor shaping them?
In December, 2017 Forrester reported that companies that excel at lead nurturing
generate 50% more sales ready leads at 33% lower cost.
Isn’t it time you shape your buyer expectations and lead them to your solution?

The time is now to
ask more of your lead
generation process!

Is it time to rethink, retool, and relaunch a
demand generation program that guides the
buyer journey from Contact2Contract and
into advocacy? Start today by leveraging the
seven-step process here. Or send an email to
kim@kimrosengren.com
to get help.
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